Drum Unloading System with Progressive Cavity Pump

The seepex Drum Unloading System will empty a barrel in minutes or less. The self contained system will transfer highly viscous materials without the need to dilute or purchase expensive and dangerous unloading systems. seepex also offers engineered systems complete with controls and framework for floor or wall mounting. Our Progressive Cavity Pumps are superior in quality, performance, service life and operating costs.
Fast Unloading

Features

- Solid, structural base assembly constructed of various materials such as stainless or epoxy coated steel and fiberglass
- Inflatable wiper seals
- 99% evacuation rate
- Turndown Capability of 60:1
- Pressure capability up to 350 psi
- Max. flow rates up to 1000 gph & Min. flow rates approaching 5 mL/min.
- Viscosities to 1,000,000 cPs
- Operates manually or with plant air
- 3A designs and USP class VI materials are available

Optional Equipment

- Encoders for precise batching
- Sanitary clamps and tubing
- Low flow, high pressure and run dry interlocked protection
- PID followers
- multiple component blending

Benefits

- Precise, consistant and self adjusting dosing
- 99% emptying of drum
- Drum is emptied in minutes
- No pulsations

Applications

- Grease
- Tomato Paste
- Peanut Butter
- Mayonnaise
- Petroleum Jelly
- Cosmetics
- Resins
- Jellies
- Catalysts
- Fruit Fillings
- Sealants
- Adhesives
- Vitamins
- Flavors & Aromas

And what can we get flowing for you? Your nearest contact:

Or visit www.seepex.com